Originally from Patricia Cota-Robles (www.eraofpeace.org)
Star Essence tip: The Activation is intended to be non-denominational and all-encompassing. Your feelings and
intention during the process are important, so If something doesn't feel resonant, adapt any key terms as necessary.
It is nice to do this outside (and not necessary). Begin by pouring your entire 1 oz. starter bottle of Sacred Healing
Water into a bottle containing pure spring water (or another water you feel good about). Leave the cap off, and
place both of your hands on the bottle of water.
Say the following ancient Hebrew Invocation out loud three times:

KADOSH, KADOSH, KADOSH
ADONAI SEBAYOTH
(3x)

(HOLY, HOLY, HOLY
IS THE LORD GOD OF HOSTS)

This Invocation is used to invoke the full-gathered momentum and Power of our Omniscient, Omnipotent,
Omnipresent Father-Mother God.
The Sacred Geometry of the following mathematical formula expresses the process of Transfiguration from
the lower fallen human ego (6+6+6=18=1+8=9) into the Solar Christ Presence (9+9+9=27=2+7=9) into the Solar "I
AM" Presence (12+12+12=1+2 and 1+2 and 1+2=3+3+3=9).
Simply say the following mathematical formula out loud one time:

666
999
12 12 12
Now, visualize two blazing Pyramids of Light. One is forming in the Third Eye center between your eyebrows,
and the other is forming in your Heart Center. These two pyramids are made up of the five Solar Aspects of Deity
that are necessary in order to activate the Divine Blueprint within your RNA-DNA structures. The Activated
Blueprint will transform your four lower bodies (physical, etheric, mental and emotional), at an atomic cellular
level, into the perfection of your Divine Light Body.
The pyramids are formed on a four-square WHITE base.

1. WHITE - Fourth Solar Aspect of ASCENSION.
The four equal sides of the pyramid are:
2. GOLD - The Tenth Solar Aspect of God's Limitless ABUNDANCE.
3. GREEN - The Fifth Solar Aspect of God's New Order of HEALING.
4. VIOLET - The Seventh Solar Aspect of God's Limitless TRANSMUTATION.
5. PINK - The Third Solar Aspect of God's DIVINE LOVE.
Visualize the pyramids spinning and projecting their Divine Essence through your Heart, Head and Hands into
the Water. Consciously feel yourself being lifted into a state of GRATITUDE as you are enfolded in the embrace of
God's complete ACCEPTANCE, FORGIVENESS, LOVE and TRUTH.
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Within God's embrace you now project into the Sacred Blend of Healing Water exactly what you want this
Water to do for you personally. Simply...

State your personal Divine Intent
...and feel your requests being programmed into the intelligence of the Water through your mind, your heart
and your hands.
AFTER activating the Water with your personal Divine Intent, invoke the Mighty Directors of the Elements and
the Twelve Solar Builders of Form, the Mighty Elohim:

In the Name of the Almighty Presence of God "I AM"...and through the full power of God blazing in
every Heart, I invoke into the Forcefield of our Unified Cup of Transfiguration the Twelve Solar Elohim
and the Directors of the Five Elements:
Earth, Air, Fire, Water and Ether.
Blessed Beings of Light,
come forth now, and project into this
Sacred Healing Water,
through my HEART, HEAD and HANDS,
the most intensified activity of
Healing and Transfiguration
allowed on Earth at this moment by Cosmic
Law.

Charge, Charge, Charge
every molecule of this
Sacred Healing Water
with the tangible physical manifestation
of Eternal Youth, Vibrant Health,
Radiant Beauty,
God's Limitless Flow of Abundance, Divine
Love, Happiness, Eternal Peace
and every other Quality of
God's Perfection.
(pause)

Charge, Charge, Charge
every molecule of this
Sacred Healing Water
with the Divine Blueprint of
Heaven on Earth
(pause)

Permanently SEAL this Divine Light
in the core of Purity pulsating in
every electron of the
Sacred Healing Water.
(pause)

Charge, Charge, Charge
every molecule of this
Sacred Healing Water
with the Immaculate Concept
of my physical, etheric, mental and emotional
bodies.
(pause)

Expand the Power and effectiveness
of this Divine Activation
daily and hourly, moment-by-moment,
the maximum that
Cosmic Law will allow.
I accept that this Divine Activation
has been accomplished
with God's Full Power.

Charge, Charge, Charge
every molecule of this
Sacred Healing Water
with the Truth
of Limitless Physical Perfection.
(pause)

IT IS DONE! SO BE IT! "I AM"!
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This completes the Activation Process. Now, leave the cap off the bottle for at least six hours so the Activated
water will be oxygenated (Star Essence tip: rubber band a paper towel to the mouth of the bottle so there is air
flow, and leaves and things can't blow into the water). Place the bottle where it will receive direct Sunlight
(optionally: replace the cap, or just leave the paper towel). This can be either outside or in a window. Leave it
alone for a total of 72 hours (3 days). It doesn't matter if the days are cloudy or sunny. The Spiritual Light of the Sun is
never blocked by anything. During the 72-hour period, the water will assimilate the Activation. At the end of 72
hours, the gallon of water is just as Empowered as the original small bottle of starter Water you began with.
Now, your Healing Water is ready to use. Remember to refill your 1 oz. starter bottle with more Activated
Water! To make more Healing Water, you simply take an ounce of your Activated Water, and add it to pure water.
It doesn't matter if you are adding it to 1 gallon or 5 gallons of pure water, you still only need to use 1 oz. Repeat the
Activation Process, and after 72 hours your water will be ready to use.
To activate any other body of water-bath, pool, stream, lake, ocean, etc.-follow the same process. Add 1 oz. of
Activated Healing Water, place your hands in the water, and repeat the invocation and visualization.
If you want to share your water with other people, be sure you give them a copy of the Activation Process, and teach
them how to use it!
This Sacred Healing water is a Gift from On High and must be treated as a Holy Sacrament. Keep that in mind at all
times. The Water must never be bought or sold. The Starter Activated Water you received should last you forever, but
if something happens and you need more, it is available through:

Star Essence (www.staressence.com) and The New Age Study of Humanity's Purpose (www.eraofpeace.org)

Mexico and Central America
MEXICO: Tlacote; Palenque; Chichen Itza; Res Zapotes; Gulf of Mexico; Aqua Sol; Caribbean; Bimini.
GUATEMALA: Tikal; Kaminal Juyu (at the same pyramid); a Sacred lake in the volcanoes; a Mayan Sacred Initiation
Waterfall high in the mountains; St. Francis Cathedral.
HONDURAS: Copa.
COST RICA: Fountain of The Black Madonna.

Europe
ENGLAND: Chalice Well and Glastonbury Abbot; Stonehenge; Avebury; Silbury Hill; Crop Circles; Blagdon Lake; St.
Michael's Mont (English Channel); Well of Eternal Youth in Iona; Healing Waters of Alhambra; Sacred Spring on Holy
Island.
SCOTLAND: Loch Ness; Callanish; Iona Abbey; Healing Water from spring in Findhorn.
IRELAND: Blarney Stone; New Grange; Knowth; Downth; Hill of Tara; Hill of Slane; Holy Well of Mary, Kenmore,
County Kerry; Healing Water from springs in Iravi and Donne; St. Bridget's Well.
FRANCE: Lourdes (the Miraculous Grotto); Rennes-le-Chateau St. Magdalene Church; Rennes-le-Bains; Mt. Bugurach;
Carnac; Mont Saint Michel (English Channel).
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PORTUGAL: Fatima
ITALY: St. Peter's Basilica and St. Peter's Fountain at the Vatican; Basilica of St. Francis at Assisi, Mt. La Vema.
SPAIN: Christopher Columbus Monument-Barcelona Harbor; Olympic Fountain at Olympic Village, Barcelona;
Cathedral Santiago de Compostela; Finisterre at Galico.
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA: Medjugorje.
SWITZERL4ND: Healing Spring from the Gregorian Monastery in Eisiedeln.

Middle East
ISRAEL: Church of the Holy Sepulchre; Church of the Dormition on Mt. Zion; Garden of Gethsemane; Church of Mary
Magdalene; Dome of the Rock; Western Wall (Wailing Wall); Sea of Galilee; Mt. Hermon; Mt. Beatitudes; Nazareth Church
of Annunciation; River Jordan.

Asia
GEORGIA: (Of the former Soviet Union).
INDIA: Ganges River.

Africa
EGYPT: Nile River; Initiation Wells at Karnak/Luxor, Dandara and Abydos; Coptic Monastery of the Holy Virgin St.
Mary; Church of Disciples; Monastery of St. Antony; St. Mark Coptic Church at Cairo and Alexandria.
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA: Sacred Zulu Healing water from the Indian Ocean.

North America
USA: Arkansas: Hot Springs, Hot Springs National Park. Arizona: Oak Creek, Sedona; Montezuma's Well. California:
Mt. Shasta. Colorado: Manitou Springs; the Garden of the Gods; Water from the artisian springs, Eldorado Springs.
Florida: Ponce de Leon's Dream Fountain of Youth, St. Augustine. Georgia: Healing Water, Conyers. Idaho: Squaw
Valley; Snake River. Missouri: Mormon Temple, Independence. New Hampshire: Sacred Spring. New Jersey: Deer Park,
Carlstadt. New Mexico: (Lourdes of America), El Santuarro de Chimayo. North Carolina: Sacred Spring. Ohio: Christ in
the Hills, Kilgore; Shrine and Grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes, Providence Heights, Euclid; Maranatha (Aramaic for "Come,
Lord Jesus") Spring, Seven Hills; Water from Serpent Mound. Utah: Mormon Temple, Salt Lake City. Washington, DC:
Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception. Wyoming: Grand Tetons; Old Faithful; Yellowstone River.
American Indian: Water Spirit Healing Water.
CANADA: Mt. Robson; Lake Louise; Lake Lorraine-all associated with Archangel Michael; Glacier Water from the
ancient icefields, Jasper; Water from the Hot Mineral Springs in Banff.

South America
BOLIVIA: Three springs on the Island of the Sun, Lake Titicaca; St. Francis Church of Copacabana.
PERU: River of the Sacred Valley at Machu Picchu.
VENEZUELA: The Spring of Apparitions of the Virgin Mary, Betania.
EQUADOR: Water Activated on the Full Moon Lunar Eclipse and Neptune/Uranus Conjunction.
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The Water was specifically activated during these Sacred Events:
Activated Water on the Full Moon Lunar Eclipse and Neptune/Uranus Conjunction.
January 11, 1994: Holy Water activated on the New Moon during the unique Planetary alignment of the Planets
Neptune, Uranus, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Sun and Moon, all aligned within a 9 degree span in the Sun Cycle of Capricorn.
April 23, 1994: During Sirius Periastron, which resulted in the nature of God's Divine Love flooding the Planet.
May 10, 1994: New Moon Solar Eclipse activating, within fallen Humanity, the REMEMBRANCE OF DIVINITY.
May 24, 1994: Full Moon Lunar Eclipse healing Humanity's Etheric Bodies.
July 16-22, 1994: Jovian Jumpstart-Acceleration of the Spiritualization of Matter on Earth and the awakening of
Divinity within Humanity as the Comet Shoemaker-Levy strikes Jupiter.
September 1994: Healing Water consecrated at Sunrise within the Forcefield of the Grand Teton Mountains, then
taken to Archangel Michael's focus at Lake Louise, Canada, where it was activated with the Divine Blueprint of the
Cosmic Angel of the New Dawn.
January 29(11), 1995: Healing Water activated with the Divine Blueprint for Limitless Physical Perfection-Heaven on
Earth on the New Moon (Blue New Moon).
March 21, 1995: Sacred Healing Water Consecrated at the apex of the Pyramid at Chichen Itza, Yucatan, (Central
America), during the Planetary Crystal Grid Activation on the Vernal Equinox.
April 15, 1995: Water Activated by the Resurrection Flame during the Full Moon Lunar Eclipse.
April 29, 1995: Water Activated during the New Moon Solar Eclipse as the transfer of authority from the Patriarchal
Power of the Piscean Age was transferred to the Divine Feminine Love Nature of the New Age of Aquarius.
May 8, 1995: Collective Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine Presence of all Humanity being invested through the
gift of Enlightenment into the office of Planetary Logos.
May 14, 1995: Full Moon; Wesak Festival; Mother's Day; Love Nature of the Mother God Principle.
January 11, 1996: Officially entered the Permanent Golden Age of Spiritual Freedom and Enlightenment of the Solar
System of Alpha and Omega.
March 20, 1996: New Moon Vernal Equinox, Spirit of the Resurrection and Spirit of the Ascension begins preparing
every particle of life on Earth for our Solar Passage into the New Heaven and the New Earth.
All water included in this Sacred Blend of Healing water has been boiled for 40 minutes and purified with the Sacred
Violet Fire of Limitless Transmutation.
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by Patricia Diane Cota-Robles
The information pouring forth from the Realms of Illumined Truth confirms the fact that this powerful time is
providing each of us with a unique opportunity to complete our painful dysfunctional pasts, so that we can move
forward into lives of Limitless Physical Perfection. This is a time we have all been inwardly longing for, but outwardly
fearing would never come. Even though all of the prophesies foretold of this coming time when Heaven would manifest
on Earth, it just seemed too miraculous to be true. But, here we are, right in the midst of the Transfiguration of this
Sweet Earth and all of the Lifeforms evolving upon Her, and we are being given the unprecedented privilege of assisting
in this Glorious process. As this Holy time unfolds, the assistance pouring forth from On High will be revealed to us step
by step, and if we will accept and reverently utilize the Sacred Knowledge and Gifts of Assistance being offered to us,
more will be unveiled from our Father-Mother God.
One of the most important aspects of assistance being offered is the opportunity to Heal and Balance our Emotional
Bodies. In order to fully understand just how significant that is, we must realize that 80 percent of our energy is released
through our Emotional Body. That means that of all of the thoughts, words, actions and feelings we have ever released
in any embodiment, in any octave or dimension of existence, 80 percent is qualified with our feeling nature. Most of that
energy has been charged with fear, doubt, pain, suffering, grief, loneliness, anxiety, frustration, stress, abandonment,
rejection, low self-esteem, feelings of unworthiness, failure consciousness, etc. Spasmodically we may have experienced
a glimpse of Joy and Happiness, but I think it was generally the exception rather than the rule. Our Emotional Body is
continually pulsating with all of the feelings we have ever felt. Consequently, when we try to lift ourself up out of the
pain and confusion of our past by thinking positively, we are bombarded with doubt and fear and the taunting voice of
our lower human ego that consistently mocks us with, "Who do you think you're kidding? There is no way you can
change. You are a worthless failure." Does that sound familiar?
Well, now we are being given an opportunity to Transmute all of the frequencies of discord recorded in our
Emotional Bodies. As you can well imagine, when 80 percent of all the-energy we have ever released is Transmuted back
into its original perfection of Light and Harmony, our ability to change our lives into expressions of Love, Prosperity,
Fulfillment, Purpose and Joy will take a quantum leap forward.
To assist us in utilizing the Divine Energy pouring into the physical plane of Earth, an incredible Gift is being projected
forth from the Heavenly Realms. This Gift consists of the physical activation of the Water Element. The Water Element is
the substance that comprises 98 percent of our Emotional Body and the Emotional Body of Mother Earth. This activation
is an activity of Light that will immensely accelerate the Ascension of our four lower bodies into the Light Body of our
Holy Christ Self. This activation will also accelerate the Ascension of Beloved Mother Earth into Her Light Body. The
acceleration of vibration of all physical, manifest form is the key to our Ascension into the octaves of Limitless Physical
Perfection.
The Sacred Gift of this activation of Light through the Water Element is being projected initially through all of the
Sacred Healing Springs on Earth. Throughout the history of time, water has been used as a Holy Sacrament, whether it
has been for baptism, healing, cleansing or the "fountain of youth." Healing Waters have been discovered all over the
World, and Humanity has continually flocked to the source to partake of the Healing properties of the Water. Often,
because of distance, the Healing Waters were inaccessible to the masses, and consequently, most people were denied
the privilege and honor of receiving the Blessings of the Healing Water. Now, during this unprecedented time, the entire
Company of Heaven is requesting that the activated Healing Waters of Earth be made readily available to all Humanity.
In our humble way, we are committed to fulfilling that Divine Fiat. We have gathered Sacred Water from our Earthly
journeys, and in unison with the Company of Heaven, we have activated It and consecrated It to the fulfillment of the
Divine Plan on Earth. The Realms of Illumined Truth have provided us with a specific activation process that will enable
us each to consecrate and activate as much water as we desire by using a small amount of the Source Water from the
Healing Springs. This actually means that we can receive the benefits of the Healing Water for the rest of our lives if we
choose to continue the simple activation process. We can also have plenty of Healing Water to share with our friends
and Loved ones. As we teach them the activation process, they, too, can pass the Gift of Healing Water on to their
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friends and Loved ones. The effect will be exponential, and very rapidly, the Healing Blessings will cover the Earth,
greatly enhancing and accelerating our Ascension into the Light.
As you consume this Sacred Blend of Healing Water each day, do so as a Holy Sacrament, knowing and expecting
that with every breath you take, your physical experience on Earth is being returned to God's original Divine Intent of
Heaven on Earth.
We need to truly grasp the magnitude of this opportunity. Every drop of activated Water is Empowered to activate
every molecule of water It comes in contact with. This literally means that one drop of activated water has the Power to
activate an ocean into the full strength of the original Healing Spring. With this understanding, we realize that we can
activate all of the rivers, lakes, streams, creeks, ponds, oceans and other bodies of water on the Planet. We can activate
our swimming pools and spas, our bath water and our drinking water. The expansion of this Gift of Healing is limited
only by the limits of our imagination.
This is a time for each of us to go within our Hearts, and ask for Divine Revelation and Guidance as to how this
Sacred Gift can assist us in fulfilling our Divine Plans on Earth. Then respond according to our inner Heart Calls.
We are now awakening to our Divine Missions, and blazing within our Hearts is all the knowledge, all the skill, all the
wisdom and all the commitment we need to be God Victorious.

The Law is:
As I Am lifted up,
all life is lifted up with me.
All life is interrelated, and as we Heal and lift up one part of life (our four lower bodies), every other part of life
experiences a frequency of Healing as well. As we purify and transform the elements of our bodies, the body of Beloved
Mother Earth is purified and transformed.
We, as a group, have volunteered to create a Unified Cup through which the Divine Light of Transfiguration will pour
and Transform our Earthly experiences into Heaven on Earth. This means the literal, tangible Transfiguration of our
physical realities into Eternal Youth, Vibrant Health, Radiant Beauty, Prosperity, Loving Relationships, Fulfilling Jobs,
Abounding Happiness and Joy.
The Entire Company of Heaven has volunteered to assist us, and every electron of precious life energy we expend to
bring this physical Transformation into manifest form will be greatly amplified by the Realms of Heaven. Consequently,
Our God Victorious success is assured.
Any person who is experiencing an inner Heart Call to participate in this Divine Mission is welcome to join us, either
physically or in projected consciousness. It is critical that we now prove the Truth of Transfiguration into Limitless
Physical Perfection. This Divine Knowledge has been revealed to us as a Sacred Trust. For a brief, but unknown period of
time, we are being given a window of opportunity to transcend the "fall of Humanity" and all of its miserable
ramifications. Let's each listen to the Divine prompting in our Hearts and commit to proving the Law of Transfiguration
while still residing on the physical plane of Earth. This will take our continued concentrated efforts, but what a gift it will
be, not only to ourselves, but to all life evolving on Earth.
We are now being asked by our Father-Mother God to accept the greatest (yet most rewarding) challenge we have
ever embarked upon. We are being asked to reverse the aging and degeneration process within our physical bodies and
return them to the perfection of our Holy Christ Selves. We are also being asked to transform our physical lives into the
reality of Heaven on Earth.
The Sacred Blend of Healing Water has been revealed to us as a group at this time to enhance the success of our
Divine Mission. As we project our Divine Group Intent into this Sacred Elemental Substance, our full group
Empowerment will be activated into the Healing Water, expanding Its effectiveness without limit. Then, through the daily
use of this Healing Water, we will be lifted at an atomic cellular level into the Seamless Garment of our Solar Light Body,
thus transcending the physical plane of limitation.
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